
Rave On

The aim of the 'Rave On' is to teach the rest of the class a topic in which you
are already an expert.

This project needs to have:

1. A 3 to 5 minute presentation (you need permission to go for longer)
2. A computer or poster presentation
3. Photos, pictures, objects or animals (by arrangement)
4. Writing, headings, pictures, dot points or short sentence
5. Students will need to do something

Choose a topic that is something you love to do and maybe you would still
like to do when you are a teenager or even an adult. In the past these topics
were used for a 'Rave On': coaching a sporting skill, how to use the
equipment in a sport or hobby, pets, a musical instrument, cartooning,
animation, video making, a favourite place, dance, making something, fashion
design, graphic designing, how a motor works, building, art, drama ...

The best projects will teach the class new information, in a way that children
will learn a new skill, make something, gain new experiences or knowledge.

Marks

A+ Last year some students shared information as well a coach, teacher, a
vet, doctor or an adult expert could. Their amazing projects will be
remembered for a long time and inspired other students to take up a hobby
or learn a lot of new information or new skills. The objects or pictures were
very interesting for children and students learnt something by doing
something or looking at something fascinating. The student has a lot of
knowledge and would be considered an expert by other students.

A A project that is well presented, children were very interested and had
something to do or learn that was very interesting. The student knows a lot
about this topic and could become an expert.

B A project that had pictures, or objects and taught students something
interesting. It went for 3 - 5 minutes and was well prepared with a poster or
computer presentation. The objects were explained clearly and the student
knows the important facts about this topic. The information was reduced to
what was important and was summarised in bullet points or short sentences
that were easy to read.

C  A project that was prepared and had a small amount of information in a
poster or a computer presentation. The main facts about the pictures,
presentation and objects were explained by the student. The student has a
small amount of knowledge and could only explain a couple of things  about



the objects, pictures or computer. The writing is in simple sentences or bullet
points.

D The information was copied as full sentences into a computer presentation
from the Internet or a book. There are a couple of pictures and the
information is not well presented.


